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What is AI
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3Source: Allianz Global Investors

Artificial Intelligence has brought a whole new set of concepts, words and descriptions

What is Artificial Intelligence (AI)?

Big

Data

Deep 

Learning

Neural 

Networks

Machine 

Learning

Natural 

Language 

Processing
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Advances in AI over the last decades are 

astonishing

Source: www.techleer.com

Some or all the securities identified and described may represent securities purchased in client accounts. The reader should not assume that an investment in the securities identified was or will be profitable. 

Securities or companies identified do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for advisory clients.

First AI program, 

created by Arthur 

Samuel, plays checkers

1952

1974

Neural networks 

undertake back 

propagation

1997

Deep Blue 

beats Kasparov

2000s

OCR (optical 

character 

recognition) 

becomes a 

commodity

2009

Google builds first 

self driving car

2011

▪ IBM’s Watson wins 

Jeopardy!

▪ Speech recognition 

becomes a commodity 

with Siri, followed by 

Google Now, Cortana 

and Alexa

2018

▪ Google Translate 

achieves human-level 

translation for some texts 

▪ Google Duplex achieves 

nearly flawless 

synthesized human 

conversations

2017

▪ Google’s AlphaGo 

beats No. 1 ranked 

Go player in a 3-

game match

▪ Google’s AlphaGo

Zero beats AlphaGo

based purely on self-

taught play

2019

▪ IBM’s Project Debater 

competes against a 

World Debating 

Championship Grand 

Finalist at the 2019 

IBM Think conference 
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“AI” is Nothing but Pattern Recognition!

Easier Said than Done…..

Source: Google

What Am I Looking At?
What did the AI behind Google’s search

engine think I was looking at?
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“AI” is Nothing but Pattern Recognition!

Source: Google

Basic: Chihuahua or Blueberry Muffin? Advanced: Complex Scene Analysis
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AI is unlocking new, bigger and unstructured data sets for asset managers

Why Artificial Intelligence and why now? 

Traditional financial datasets, structured data Big or alternative datasets

Reported financial data, sell-side estimates,

market-derived data, holdings-based data,

short interest, macro data…

Social media, web scraping, transaction data,

phones (point of service/point of sale), internet of 

things, satellite images…

Machine learning used to convert that unstructured

data to structured data

Machine learning or classical statistical analysis

used to create an excess return model

Machine learning or classical statistical analysis

used to create an excess return model

Risk model + portfolio construction leads

to the final portfolio

Risk model + portfolio construction leads

to the final portfolio
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For Investors:

▪ For long term forecasts like 3 months returns, we have data on 

~10,000 stocks for ~30 years. 

▪ For 4 quarters a year, this is roughly 1.2mn observations. 

▪ Short term modelling i.e. 1 day return, this amounts to 75mn 

observations

Source: Andrew Ng, Stanford

Increase in computing power with large amounts of available data is the driver behind most A.I. 

success stories

Why Artificial Intelligence and why now? 

Large Neural Networks / 

Deep Learning

Medium Neural Networks

Small Neural Networks

Traditional Algorithms 

(SVM, LogReg, RandForests)

Data

P
e
rf
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rm
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n
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e

Great success 
stories:

IBM Watson, self 
driving cars and 
everyday A.I. Siri 
and co.

A.I. goes back
to the 50’s:

The first self driving 
test car in 1994

Computationally 
intensive: 

Neural Networks, 
Moore’s law: 
computing power/$ 
doubles every 1.5 
years

Explosion
of data:

IoT, smart phones, 
web connected 
sensors, social 
media, satellite 
imaging…

‘Deep
learning’: 

Improvements in 
over-fitting, scaling 
with massive 
parallel computing 
etc. 

Rise of Quantum 
Computing: 

IBM, Google, 
Honeywell closer to 
delivering 
commercial use 
machines 

Deep learning gets better with more data
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Role of Data

02
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Exploring the Data Problem Further

The key to machine learning in any capacity is the amount/availability and quality of data

▪ Example: Self Driving Cars-relies on billions of images 

derived from rapid frame capture across geographies and 

time of day

▪ Example: Retail Spending Habits-relies on billions of credit 

card transactions

▪ Asset management has a data problem

– There are numerous types of data available: fundamental 

company, pricing, economic, geopolitical, etc. 

– So where is the problem?

– The issue is one of the outcomes, number of historical 

observations, and complexity of capital markets

▪ For long term forecasts like 3 months returns, we have 

data on ~10,000 stocks for ~30 years. 

▪ For 4 quarters a year, this is roughly 1.2mn 

observations. 

▪ Short term modelling i.e. 1 day return, this amounts to 

75mn observations
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Exploring the Data Problem Further

The key to machine learning in any capacity is the amount/availability and quality of data

Asset Management Problems

▪ using current AI algorithms, machine learning has greater improvement with an increase in the amount 

of data/number of observations, rather than the information content of the observation.  Why?

– Think of Regression Analysis: The larger the number of independent variables used, the more 

difficulty in ascertaining a patter of any statistical significance primarily due to variables having a 

similar, but not perfect impact on the observation

– Example: Using stock prices as an observation input I can also add macro economic variables, 

weather variables, geo-political variables, etc.  However the addition of so many variables increases 

the chance of overfitting a result based on a specific environment in the observation set that may in 

fact have been random or a one time relationship.

– Investment data is actually quite structured and has a strong link to dependent, short term variables.  

I.e. stock market prices may be moved by one or two variables one week and then a completely 

different set of variables the following week

– Current Example: Oil Prices being driven by news around Coronavirus: oil prices tend to be 

bellwethers of economic activity. Oil prices move based on supply/demand fundamentals as well 

however.
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Disruption vs 

Improvement

03
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13Graphic by Clayton Christensen

Disruptive technology is often less efficient, simpler and more expensive than the current 

mainstream solution but if used correctly, it can make the incumbent obsolete!

Industry trends: Is AI a disruptive technology for 

Asset Management ?

▪ Machines  fully replacing humans is both a long way off

and an oversimplification

▪ AI and ML require vast amounts of data to learn.

The data available in finance is limited.

▪ In asset management data can not be manufactured

→ the power of AI is fundamentally limited

▪ AI is not a disruptive but a tool to sustain innovation 

within Asset Management from an alpha generation 

perspective

▪ AI will certainly improve cost efficiencies in back office 

operations and possibly even marketing and sales
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“AI” can help.

But it is not a magic bullet

Source: Allianz Global Investors

Data

vs.
AI

Portfolio

• …..

• …..

Portfolio

• …..

• …..

Decision 

Support

Analysts

Other PM 

Teams
External 

Data
Internal Data

i.e. Chatter

AI
AI Risk 

Model

Factor 

Model

Is this result…..

better than this one?

AI
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Examples
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“AI” can help.

Example of earnings call transcripts 

Source: Allianz Global Investors. The backtest performance is hypothetical and provided for illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of actual return likely to be achieved. Backtest performance results have 

certain inherent limitations. The results do not reflect the results of trading in actual accounts or the material economic and market factors that could impact an investment manager’s decision-making process. This is 

for demonstration only and not indicative of any results of any actual portfolios managed by AllianzGI. 

▪ Earnings calls are important 

to keep up with what is going 

on at a company

▪ Listening to thousands of calls 

is time consuming

▪ AI can help analyzing the 

calls and drawing conclusions 

from them

For this use case AI needs to 

do two things:

1. Turn the textual data into 

a set of numbers

2. Use those numbers to 

improve the forecast of 

future returns of stocks

▪ We developed and back tested a signal based 

on NLP + ML on earnings call transcripts

▪ Very strong results of an IR of 1.5 over 10 years 

of history for a Russell 3000 universe

▪ Is this credible, should we turn it into a product?

▪ AI based signals often disappoint when life, so a 

more holistic approach is needed 
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Model Portfolio: Earnings Call Transcripts Trading AI

IR = 1.47
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▪ We use the “edgar” package that is equipped with a dictionary of positive and negative words 

sourced from Loughran and McDonald Financial Sentiment Dictionaries

– 2,329 negative words such as: “abandon”. “delay”, “exaggeration”, “mismanagement”, “shrinkage”

– 2,005 positive words such as: “abound”. “brainiest”, “delicate”, “overtaking”, “terrific”

▪ Stemming of sentiment words

AI” did not help.

Example of Sentiment Analysis based on News 

Stories

Most frequently used positive words Most frequently used negative words
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AI” did not help.

Example of Sentiment Analysis based on News 

Stories

Source: Allianz Global Investors. The backtest performance is hypothetical and provided for illustrative purposes only and are not indicative of actual return likely to be achieved. Backtest performance results have 

certain inherent limitations. The results do not reflect the results of trading in actual accounts or the material economic and market factors that could impact an investment manager’s decision-making process. This is 

for demonstration only and not indicative of any results of any actual portfolios managed by AllianzGI. 

Backtests

▪ We standardize the signal as 

follows (forward looking as we use 

all observations for calculation of 

standard deviations):

▪ We fill observations forward over 1, 

2, 3, 6 and all months, i.e., if there is 

an article in May but not in June we 

extrapolate the signal to June, etc.

▪ Globally ranked

▪ 1M forward filling, which is the same 

as the original data, works best

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙 =
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑠
𝑆𝐷𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑃𝑜𝑠

−
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑁𝑒𝑔

𝑆𝐷𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑁𝑒𝑔
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How can asset managers use AI?

New sources of potential 

alpha

▪ Neural network for short term return 

forecasts through improved 

momentum model

▪ News or consumer sentiment as an 

additional source of market 

sentiment information, targeting the 

momentum risk premium more 

efficiently

▪ General AI model to build medium 

term return forecast model using 

multiple traditional data sources

▪ NLP model to get better insights 

from sell side research

Generating company insights

▪ Improved understanding of 

competitive position through web 

scraping

▪ Automated analysis of financial 

statements

▪ Improved consumption of news 

flows

▪ Alternative data sources:

– Satellite images on global trade 

(number of container ships on 

oceans), oil reserves (fill heights of 

oil reservoirs), number of cars 

parked in front of a shopping mall, 

forecasting of agricultural 

production data, geolocation data, 

transaction data (payments through 

credit cards)

▪ Other applications

Improved 

Portfolio 

Construction
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What’s next for AI in asset management?

AI becomes a standard 
tool for Asset Managers

Developed correctly, AI can 
be one of the most important 
developments in the toolbox 
for active asset management

Many applications of AI are not 
revolutionary but evolutionary

Machine Learning and Big Data in 
the form of web scraping and natural 
language processing are the low 
hanging fruit

Incorporating AI results into 
a broad range of products

The number of potential 
applications for AI will make it an 
indispensable part of active asset 
management



21See additional disclosure at the end of this presentation.

The key question, and potential trap, for using AI technology and methodologies to find new sources of alpha, is 

whether or not a new alpha signal has been discovered, or if a current factor/risk premium or even fundamental 

management process has simply been “re-discovered”.  Is the alpha real or is it just repackaged?

The Role of A.I. for Equity Investing

Where are we headed

▪ Despite the recent advancements in AI, we are still decades away from any real threat 

(replacement) to portfolio management…might never happen in a real scenario.  Although 

thought provoking, this is the wrong question for investors.

▪ A significant issue for the investment industry in particular is data availability

▪ However, we believe that the biggest issue that does not garner nearly enough attention is 

a lack of risk consideration and risk management overall

▪ Current AI related technology and methodologies might be useful to generate a signal that 

is true “alpha”, but there are no risk considerations which accompany this analysis, it is 

purely an alpha gauging exercise

▪ Given that, the user runs the risk that the opportunity may be arbitraged away and/or in the 

end it is more a rapid trading strategy, versus a long term portfolio construction option, and 

is not practical including trading costs or on risk adjusted terms
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Questions we Encourage Investors to Ask 

Investment Managers

▪ What are your views on AI as it pertains to your investment strategy?

▪ If a bottom up, fundamental strategy, is AI a threat or a benefit?

▪ When assessing the benefits of AI technologies and methodologies, how do you incorporate risk 

analysis? Is it purely an alpha discovery exercise?  

▪ Given the number of degrees of freedom and the metaparameter search that needs to be done

for most ML algorithm, how can one get a reasonable level of certain the signal is not just a 

fluke?

▪ How do you verify it is truly alpha and not just a risk premium providing an excess return?

▪ How should we think about AI and our overall equity and asset allocation?

▪ Should we be looking at AI strategies independently or treat it as an additive process to your

current approach?

▪ How can we determine if what you are presenting as an alpha opportunity/source will be

arbitraged away and over what horizon?

▪ Given that data quantity is an issue, how do you determine if your sample size is sufficient?

What quality checks do you run through?
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Additional Disclosure

All materials are presented for Institutional Client use only and are not intended for distribution to the public. The strategy may not achieve its desired results. Past performance is not 

indicative of future results. 

All returns are gross unless otherwise noted. Gross returns do not give effect to investment advisory fees, which would reduce such returns. Investment advisory fees are described further in Form ADV Part 

2A Brochure of the investment adviser named in the performance presentation of the relevant strategy (the “Adviser”). Advisory fees deducted periodically from accounts can have an impact on performance. 

As an example, the effect of investment advisory fees on the total value of a portfolio assuming (a) $1,000,000 investment, (b) portfolio return of 5% per year, and (c) 1.00% annual investment advisory fee 

would be $10,268.81 in the first year, $56,741.68 over five years, and $129,160.05 over ten years. Actual fees charged may vary by portfolio due to various conditions, including account size. The 

presentation may also contain net performance information. Notes to the performance presentation contained herein describe the methodology used to calculate “net of fee” performance. 

The results for individual accounts and for different time periods may vary. Descriptions of a strategy’s investment process, and “targeted”, “expected” and similar forward-looking portfolio information are 

based on the Adviser’s future expectations regarding the strategy. Although the Adviser manages the strategy with the goal of achieving these expectations, actual results may vary, and the publication of 

these expectations should not be construed as a guarantee. Representative account characteristics do not reflect composite performance, which may be different. On any given date, any portfolio managed 

in the indicated strategy may include securities not held by the representative account, and may not hold each security held in the representative account. Consequently, any particular account may have 

portfolio characteristics and performance that differ from those of the representative account. Portfolio characteristics and other information contained in this presentation have been obtained from 

independent research providers and other sources the Adviser believes to be reliable, but the Adviser cannot guarantee that the information is accurate, current or complete. Certain projected characteristics 

(such as the forward P/E ratio) of the Representative Account and indices shown may have been estimated. Estimates (est.) are preliminary and unaudited. Estimated data reflect subjective judgments and 

assumptions and unexpected events may occur. Therefore, there can be no assurance that developments will transpire as forecasted in this brochure. For more information regarding account 

characteristics, please contact Allianz Global Investors U.S. LLC (“AllianzGI US”). 

Nothing contained in this presentation constitutes an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy or a recommendation to buy or sell any security; nor shall anything in this presentation be considered an 

offer or solicitation to provide services in any jurisdiction in which such offer or solicitation would be unlawful. The information provided is for informational purposes only and investors should determine for 

themselves whether a particular service or product is suitable for their investment needs or should seek such professional advice for their particular situation. 

The asset and industry reports contained herein are unaudited. The summation of dollar values and percentages reported may not equal the total values, due to rounding discrepancies. Where applicable, 

currency conversions are provided by Russell Performance Universe and are based on monthly linked performance converted from U.S. dollar, and exchange rates are provided by the Federal Reserve 

Statistical Release as of month end. 

Unless otherwise noted, equity index performance is calculated with gross dividends reinvested and estimated tax withheld, and bond index performance includes all payments to bondholders, if any. 

Indexes are referred to for comparative purposes only and are not intended to parallel the risk or investment style of the portfolios managed by the Adviser. Indexes do not utilize leverage. Index calculations 

do not reflect fees, brokerage commissions or other expenses of investing. Investors may not make direct investments into any index. Index data contained herein (and all trademarks related thereto) are 

owned by the indicated index provider, and may not be redistributed. MSCI or other index providers have not approved, reviewed or produced this report, make no express or implied warranties or 

representations and are not liable whatsoever for any data in the report. You may not redistribute the MSCI or other index data or use it as a basis for other indices or investment products. No part of this 

material may be reproduced in any form, or referred to in any other publication, without express written permission. 

S&P Dow Jones Indices has not approved, reviewed or produced this report, makes no express or implied warranties or representations and is not liable whatsoever for any data in the report. You may not 

redistribute the S&P Dow Jones Indices data or use it as a basis for other indices or investment products. 

Investing in fixed income instruments (if applicable) may expose investors to various risks, including but not limited to creditworthiness, interest rate, liquidity and restricted flexibility risks. Changes to the 

economic environment and market conditions may affect these risks, resulting in an adverse effect to the value of the investment. During periods of rising nominal interest rates, the values of fixed income 

instruments (including short positions with respect to fixed income instruments) are generally expected to decline. Conversely, during periods of declining interest rates, the values are generally expected to 

rise. Liquidity risk may possibly delay or prevent account withdrawals or redemptions. 

Allianz Global Investors U.S. LLC (“AllianzGI US”) is an SEC registered investment adviser that provides investment management and advisory services primarily to separate accounts of 

institutional clients and registered and unregistered investment funds. AllianzGI US manages client portfolios (either directly or through model delivery and wrap fee programs) applying 

traditional and systematic processes across a variety of investment strategies. AllianzGI US may also provide consulting and research services in connection with asset allocation and 

portfolio structure analytics. 

Although Allianz Global Investors U.S. LLC is registered with the CFTC as a commodity pool operator (“CPO”) and commodity trading adviser (“CTA”), it operates client accounts in this 

strategy, including funds (if any) as if it were exempt from registration as a CPO or CTA. 
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